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WELCOME TO THE ECOSYSTEM

Winslow International

PYE is the first Multi-Chain Reward Ecosystem with Swap 2.0 Technology, the
revolutionary Swap technology that creates authentic and sustainable trading
markets for token projects. 

PYE's proprietary tech allows projects to collect taxes in the paired asset
rather than project tokens. 

This first-to-market technology has never been seen on the blockchain before
now. 

Why was PYE created?

The project was created to foster genuine transparency and authenticity within
cryptocurrency platforms worldwide. The team behind the project, DevTeamSix,
aims to breed mass adoption across humanity and be one of the pioneers best
known for driving Web 3.0 and Blockchain Technology into the future.
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Swap 2.0 Technology
Crypto investors and developers constantly lose momentum in sustaining
future-proof tokens and projects. Many of these tokens collapse before they
peak, resulting in losses. There is a need for a self-sustaining ecosystem that
allows future-proof tokens and projects to flourish long-term while they
develop to their potential. That's why we created PYE.

The future of PYE is revolutionizing how decentralized exchanges utilize Buy-
Back functionality. Swap 2.0 Technology is first-of-its-kind, using BNB and ETH
to power BuyBack by allowing the paired assets to be utilized instead of the
project token in the Swap.

This new and innovative technology mitigates artificial selling pressure caused
by fees associated with swapping tokens. 

Why do we need smart contracts to sell their project tokens and fill tokenomic
buckets? 

This continuous exchange only creates negative market pressure and
depreciates the value of project tokens over time.

It's time to break the cycle and create a whole new system!



The $PYE Token

Users can buy PYE from any exchange sites on which PYE is listed.
Users can also earn PYE through our pools when staking PEACHPYE to earn
PYE or CHERRYPYE to earn PYE.

PYE is the proprietary token that powers the PYE Ecosystem. 

The main idea behind PYE Token is to provide an authentic automated market
maker that operates on both the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) and Ethereum
blockchain (ERC-20). 

How Do I Get PYE Token?

Stake it in Staking Pools to earn APPLEPYE reward tokens
Use it in Farms to earn more rewards and profit
Add liquidity using the liquidity tab on the Exchange page by pairing PYE
with BNB or BUSD to create LP tokens that earn trading fees
Stake in Farms to earn more PYE
Buy Lottery tickets in the PYESwap Lottery
Mint NFTs on the PYESwap NFT Marketplace
Vote on proposals relating to the PYE Ecosystem

What can I do with PYE Token?

https://pyeswap.com/pools
https://pyeswap.com/pools
https://pyeswap.com/farms


Stake $PYE to earn APPLEPYE.

Stake APPLEPYE to earn PEACHPYE

Stake PEACHPYE to earn more $PYE

Add liquidity using the liquidity tab on the Exchange page by pairing PYE
with BNB or BUSD to create PYE-LP tokens that earn trading fees and can
be staked in Farms to earn rewards.

PYE allows you to explore the functionalities of the ecosystem.

The Circle of $PYE Rewards System

This allows $PYE holders to participate in earning upside while the project
develops to its full potential. Each holder gets rewards according to the
percentage of tokens held and proportionate to the transaction executed.

You can use the PYE in some different ways:



$PYE
A deflationary token with a hard cap of 100 million.

Ticker: PYE

BSC Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb4B486496469B3269c89075437
06C377daAA4dD9

Chain: BNB Smart Chain (BEP20)

PYE has a total Buy Tax of 0%

PYE has a total Sell Tax of 20%
18% BUSD Rewards to holders staked in the PYE to Earn
APPLE Pool
2% Development Team for development expenses of
building platforms and marketing campaigns.
In the future, the Sell Tax will be reduced.

Rewarded Emission Rate
PYE Tokens are rewarded per block.
0.6945 PYE is rewarded to the following Staking Pools per
block
0.463 PYE Per Block to PEACH to Earn PYE Pool
0.2315 PYE Per Block to CHERRY to Earn PYE Pool

$PYE TOKENOMICS

https://bscscan.com/token/0xb4B486496469B3269c8907543706C377daAA4dD9


Manual Burn allows for proactive, strategic mitigation of possible costs to the
project as it develops. As we achieve initiatives on our roadmap, the project
will be able to process burns, and holders will be the benefactors as they will
see their percentage of PYE go up automatically. 

All burns are transparent and are available for all to see, and we will announce
our strategy as we continue to develop at each phase of PYE.

Manual Burn

$PYE Deflationary Mechanics



When you stake PYE to earn APPLEPYE, you receive a proportional share
of:

BSC Legacy Allocations on all future PYE Token releases on new chains
(SOL, ADA, AVAX, TRON, MATIC, CELO, HECO, TRX)
Earn APPLEPYE reward tokens
40% Donation of PYESwap Revenue
18% BUSD Reflections from Sell Transactions

Those staking PYE will receive the following utilities as PYE expands:
Earn More Rewards and Profit
40% Donation from PYELab
40% Donation of Revenue from PYEWallet & Charts
2% Presale Token Allocation from PYELab
PYELab Presale Allow List Tiers
40% Donation of PYEPay Payment Processing
40% Donation of Revenue from MiniPets Game

PYELab Presale Allow List Access Tiers:
50,000 to achieve Tier 1 - 3 Hour Presale Access 
25,000 to reach Tier 2 - 2 Hour Presale Access 
12,500 to earn Tier 3 - 1 Hour Presale Access 
5,000 to qualify for Tier 4 - 30 Minute Presale Access 

$PYE Utility



$APPLE
APPLEPYE is an inflationary token. It does not have a fixed supply
and will continuously mint in the ecosystem with deflationary
utility.

Ticker: APPLEPYE

BSC Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xF65Ae63D580EDe49589992b6E7
72b48E61EaDed2

Chain: BNB Smart Chain (BEP20)

APPLEPYE has a total Buy Tax of 0%

APPLEPYE has a total Sell Tax of 12%
10% BuyBack-and-Burn
2% Development Team for development expenses of
building platforms and marketing campaigns.

APPLEPYE token has a 0% Transfer Tax

$APPLE Tokenomics



Manual Burn allows for proactive, strategic mitigation of possible costs to the
project as it develops. As we achieve initiatives on our roadmap, the project
will be able to process burns, and holders will be the benefactors as they will
see their percentage of PYE go up automatically. 

All burns are transparent and are available for all to see, and we will announce
our strategy as we continue to develop at each phase of PYE.

Manual Burn

$APPLE Deflationary Mechanics

Auto BuyBack-and-Burn

To stimulate the price of APPLEPYE, it buys APPLE Tokens on the market with
BNB or ETH collected from transaction fees and then burns them. This function
is automated via smart contract, which means developers do not have access
to the funds inside of the BuyBack.

10% of APPLEPYE's tax is collected from each sell transaction. When the
contract collects a certain amount of BNB or ETH, it buys APPLEPYE Tokens on
the market and then burns them.

APPLEPYE is an inflationary token that will burn FOREVER because the Auto
Buy-Back system will also work FOREVER.

Emission Rate

35.2 APPLEPYE is minted per block
30 APPLE Per Block to Pools
2 APPLE Per Block to Farms
3.2 APPLE Per Block to Manual Burns

APPLEPYE Tokens mint daily at 1,013,760 APPLE per day. 



$APPLE Utility

BSC Legacy Allocations on all future PYE Token releases on new chains
(SOL, ADA, AVAX, TRON, MATIC, CELO, HECO, TRX)
Star Ranking: Staking APY Multiplier
Earn PEACHPYE reward tokens

Be used in Farms to earn more rewards and profit
Play to Win with APPLEPYE Tokens
Minting on PYESwap's NFT Marketplace
Be exchanged to receive $TOPIA Tokens in MetaTOPIA Blockchain Staking
Game

Star 1: 0 - 149,999 APPLE receives normal APY in the PYE to earn APPLE
Pool
Star 2: 150K - 299,999 APPLE receives 1.25x APY in the PYE to earn APPLE
Pool
Star 3: 300K - 749,999 APPLE receives 1.5x APY in the PYE to earn APPLE
Pool
Star 4: 750K+ APPLE receives 2x APY in the PYE to earn APPLE Pool

Those staked in the APPLEPYE to Earn PEACHPYE Pool receive the
following utilities:

APPLEPYE can also:

APPLE Star Rankings:

https://pyeswap.com/farms


$PEACH
PEACHPYE is a deflationary token with a hard cap Max Supply
of 300 thousand.

Ticker: PEACHPYE

BSC Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xdB3aBa37F0F0C0e8233FFB862F
baD2F725cdE989

Chain: BNB Smart Chain (BEP20)

PEACHPYE has a total Buy Tax of 0%

PEACHPYE has a total Sell Tax of 12%
10% BuyBack-and-Burn
2% Development Team for development expenses of
building platforms and marketing campaigns.

PEACHPYE token has a 0% Transfer Tax

$PEACH Tokenomics
PEACHPYE is the Governance Token of the PYE Ecosystem.



Manual Burn allows for proactive, strategic mitigation of possible costs to the
project as it develops. As we achieve initiatives on our roadmap, the project
will be able to process burns, and holders will be the benefactors as they will
see their percentage of PEACHPYE go up automatically. 

All burns are transparent and are available for all to see, and we will announce
our strategy as we continue to develop at each phase of PEACHPYE.

Manual Burn

$PEACH Deflationary Mechanics

Auto Buy Back and Burn

100% of PEACHPYE used to mint NFTs on PYESwap's NFT Marketplace
100% of PEACHPYE spent on Lottery tickets and CoinFlips
Exchanging via Bridge to receive $TOPIA Tokens

To stimulate the price of PEACHPYE, it buys PEACH Tokens on the market with
BNB or ETH collected from transaction fees and then burns them. This function
is automated via smart contract, which means developers do not have access
to the funds inside of the Buy Back.

10% of PEACHPYE's tax is collected from each sell transaction. When the
contract collects a certain amount of BNB or ETH, it buys PEACH Tokens on the
market and then burns them.

As well as above, PEACHPYE Tokens will also be burned via:

Emission Rate

.015 PEACH Per Block to Pools

.0015 PEACH Per Block to Manual Burns

$PEACH Tokens mint daily at 475.2 PEACH per day. 



$PEACH Utility

BSC Legacy Allocations on all future PYE Token releases on new chains
(SOL, ADA, AVAX, TRON, MATIC, CELO, HECO, TRX)
General Ranking: Staking APY Multiplier
Earn PYE Tokens

Be used in Farms to earn more rewards and profit
Mint NFTs on the PYESwap NFT Marketplace
Vote on proposals relating to the PYE Ecosystem
Be exchanged to receive $TOPIA Tokens in MetaTOPIA Blockchain Staking
Game

Gen 1: 0 - 199 PEACH receives normal APY in the APPLE to earn PEACH
Pool
Gen 2: 200 - 399 PEACH receives 1.25x APY in the APPLE to earn PEACH
Pool
Gen 3: 400 - 599 PEACH receives 1.5x APY in the APPLE to earn PEACH
Pool
Gen 4: 600+ PEACH receives 2x APY in the APPLE to earn PEACH Pool

Those staked in the PEACHPYE to Earn PYE Pool receive the following
utilities:

PEACHPYE can also:

$PEACH General Rankings:

https://pyeswap.com/farms


$CHERRY
Ticker: CHERRYPYE

CHERRYPYE is a deflationary token with a hard cap Max Supply
of 100 thousand.

BSC Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb0de93914755A13f1581C6C0d54
C74C45B474015

Chain: BNB Smart Chain (BEP20)

CHERRYPYE has a total Buy Tax of 0%

CHERRYPYE has a total Sell Tax of 12%
10% BuyBack & Burn
2% Development Team for development expenses of
building platforms and marketing campaigns.

CHERRYPYE token has a 0% Transfer Tax

$CHERRY Tokenomics

CHERRYPYE is not just used to earn PYE in the staking pools but a gateway for
when the PYEChain launches.



Manual Burn allows for proactive, strategic mitigation of possible costs to the
project as it develops. As we achieve initiatives on our roadmap, the project
will be able to process burns, and holders will be the benefactors as they will
see their percentage of CHERRYPYE go up automatically. 

All burns are transparent and are available for all to see, and we will announce
our strategy as we continue to develop at each phase of CHERRYPYE.

Manual Burn

$CHERRY Deflationary Mechanics

Auto BuyBack-and-Burn

10% of CHERRYPYE's tax is collected from each sell transaction. When the
contract collects a certain amount of BNB or ETH, it buys CHERRYPYE Tokens
on the market and then burns them.

Emission Rate

CHERRY is memorialized because it will not mint inside the Circle of PYE
anymore, but the trading market will continue. 

CHERRYPYE is the gateway of the PYE Chain; those who hold CHERRYPYE until
the chain is released will be allocated PYE Chain Tokens.



$CHERRY Utility

Earn PYE Tokens

Be used in Farms to earn more rewards and profit
Be exchanged to receive $TOPIA Tokens in MetaTOPIA Blockchain Staking
Game

Those staked in the CHERRYPYE to Earn PYE Pool receive the following
utilities:

CHERRYPYE can also:

https://pyeswap.com/farms
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PYESwap is the first swap utilizing BNB and ETH to power BuyBack
functionality. PYESwap's exchange offers users and developers a best-in-class
experience using our revolutionary Swap 2.0 technology.

Swap 2.0 technology allows our users and projects to swap with the base coin
instead of the project token when collecting tokenomics. Every project that
launches on PYESwap will utilize Swap 2.0 and advance its chance of success.

PYESwap lets users trade without the need to go through a Centralized
Exchange. Everything you do on PYESwap is routed directly through your
wallet. 

You can be the custodian of your own tokens.



  

Swap 2.0 takes taxes and fees in the
base coin, not the project token,

creating an authentic market by selling
NO project tokens.

Current swap platforms take the taxes
and fees in the project token itself,

leading to negative sell pressure with
every transaction.

Taxes and fees are taken out
immediately after each transaction,

never placing strain on the smart
contract.

Smart contracts store these taxes and
fees, but only for a fixed amount of

time and/or amount.

The contract never has to sell, resulting
in net positive impacts on the project’s

chart.

The smart contract has to sell, or
“dump,” these collected project tokens
back on the open market to obtain the

base currency for development and
marketing.

Only expands further development on
the project token itself; projects can
now "BuyBack" project tokens and
increase their value as a whole.

Project loses momentum with the
contract selling project tokens to

collect taxes.
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CompetitorsPYESwap

PYESwap vs. The Competition
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Liquidity Pools
You can only swap tokens on PYESwap if there is enough liquidity for those
tokens. If nobody has added much liquidity for the token or tokens you want to
swap, it will be difficult, expensive, or impossible to do so.

Providing liquidity will get you Liquidity Provider Tokens, which will earn you
rewards in the form of trading fees to ensure there's always liquidity for the
exchange.

A user can choose to provide liquidity to an existing pool (or create a new one)
for a pair of tokens. Each pool has two tokens – held in quantities representing
an equal value of each token.

When a user provides liquidity, the exchange will give them an LP token for the
tokens entered into the pool. This LP token represents the user's share of the
pool's value and can be exchanged later for a percentage of the tokens held in
that pool when liquidity is withdrawn. 

Users earn fees for providing liquidity, which is automatically added to the LP
token's value and will be released to the liquidity provider on withdrawal.
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Farms
Farms exist to incentivize liquidity providers and compensate them for the risk
of impermanent loss. The rewards may be paid out in one of the provided
tokens or in another.

Farming allows users providing liquidity to earn APPLEPYE token rewards by
locking their LP tokens into a smart contract. The incentive is to balance out the
risk of impermanent loss that comes along with locking in your liquidity.

To gain LP Tokens, you must pair two tokens and stake them in the Farm to win
rewards. This pairing allows you to earn PYE while maintaining your other token
positions!



Liquidity Provider Token

0.18% (60%) - Of the fee collected goes to Operating Costs
0.12% (40%) - Of the fee collected goes to holders who are staked AFTER
costs handled

For instance, if you deposit PYE and BNB into a Liquidity Pool, you'll receive
PYE-BNB LP Tokens. Your portion of the PYE-BNB Liquidity Pool is represented
by the number of LP Tokens you receive.

When PYESwap users utilize your liquidity pool, Liquidity Providers are rewarded
through trading fees. When trading on PYESwap, traders pay a 0.3% fee:

You can withdraw your liquidity at any moment to redeem your funds.

NOTE: While providing liquidity in a smart contract, your tokens will no longer
appear in your wallet but will be visible by connecting your wallet to the DEX.

If available, the user may be able to farm their liquidity tokens in Farms to earn
additional rewards. While providing liquidity, tokens are exposed to a risk
known as impermanent loss or divergent loss.



Earning Rewards
With PYESwap, you can earn rewards in both Pools and Farms.

Features and Concepts

APR
APR stands for Annual Percentage Rate and is the amount by which your
principal would grow if you kept it invested for one year without any
compounding.

APRs in Pools and Farms are variable rates that constantly change based on
the total amount of tokens staked to the pool and the relative values of both
your staked token and the reward token.

Compounding
Compounding refers to reinvesting your rewards, increasing the number of
tokens you have staked continually, and, therefore, the value of the reward
received. This continuous increase can have a dramatic effect on your annual
yields.

You can do this by following the Circle of PYE, stake the APPLEPYE you've
earned from PYE, then stake it in the APPLEPYE to earn PEACHPYE pool stake
PEACHPYE to earn PYE.

Rewards
Rewards are tokens paid to investors after each block. These rewards are
similar to the interest received on conventional savings.

The amount of reward you will receive is determined by the APR at the time of
each reward distribution and based on the value of your staked principal.



Earning Rewards in Pools

One of the numerous ways Defi allows users to earn rewards is by staking
tokens for rewards. When a user "stakes" a token, the token is transferred from
the user's wallet to the protocol's smart contract, which the user is staking. 

The protocol delivers rewards in the form of extra tokens, either of the same
kind as the staked token or a different token, in exchange for this temporary
money commitment.

PYESwap offers several Pools to earn extra PYE, APPLEPYE, or PEACHPYE by
staking the tokens you've purchased, converted, or acquired.

A Few Things to Remember: 

You may stake an unlimited number of tokens.
All Pools have a 5-day lock period which resets if additional tokens are
staked.
Once unlocked, you can withdraw any or all of your staked tokens
whenever you like.
You may harvest your rewards at your convenience.

Staking is similar to putting your money in a bank savings account, only with
much higher returns.

When you stake cryptocurrency, you are depositing your tokens into one of the
DEX's smart contracts, and in exchange, you receive reward tokens at a
variable interest rate. 

Once earned, you can harvest your rewards, which will then appear in your
wallet. You may add or remove your staked tokens from the smart contract
anytime after the 5-day lock period.



Earning Rewards in Farms

Liquidity is vital to a healthy ecosystem for any Defi platform. Increased liquidity
on PYESwap allows more users to trade tokens at low fees. 

On PYESwap, "Farming" is a fantastic method to collect PYE rewards. Farming
is a process of rewarding users who stake our native LP Tokens, PYE-LPs, into
the Farms with $PYE. They provide liquidity to PYESwap when they do this.

To gain LP Tokens, you must pair two tokens and stake them in the Farm to win
rewards. This pairing allows you to earn PYE while maintaining your other token
positions!



Impermanent loss happens when you provide liquidity to a liquidity pool, and
the price of your deposited assets changes compared to when you deposited
them. 

The more significant this change is, the more you are exposed to impermanent
loss. In this case, the loss means less dollar value at the time of withdrawal
than at the time of deposit.

In the examples below, we initially deposited $100 each of token AAAA at a
value of $0.10 (1000 tokens) and token BBBB at a value of $1.00 (100 tokens).
We, therefore, had a total of $200 in the liquidity pool at a token ratio of
10:100.

Example 1:

The value of token AAAA rose 100% to $0.20, and the value of token BBBB also
increased by 100% to $2.00. This increase means the token ratio is now
20:200, the same as 10:100. 

Our tokens in the liquidity pool are now worth a total of $400 ($200 for each
token), which is the same as they would be worth if we had held them in our
wallet. Therefore, there is no impermanent loss.

If we were to rework this example so that both tokens lost an equal percentage
of the value, we would find that no impermanent loss occurs. 

This shows that, with impermanent loss, it is not the token values that matter:
whether their values increase or decrease; instead, the ratio between the two
tokens values matters.

Impermanent Loss



Example  2:

The value of token AAAA rose 200% to $0.30, but the value of token BBBB
remains unchanged at $1.00. 

This means the token ratio has narrowed to 30:100. With this shift in the token
ratio, arbitrage rebalances the pool by selling some AAAA and buying up extra
BBBB. Our tokens are rebalanced at 575.35 tokens of AAAA and 173.2 tokens of
BBBB. 

We now have $346.40 in the liquidity pool ($173.20 for each token). However, if
we had held the tokens in our wallet, we'd have $300 worth of AAAA and $100
value of BBBB, for a total of $400. 

This means we are at a 13.46% impermanent loss, affecting our profits since our
total value has increased.

Impermanent loss is one of the fundamental concepts that anyone who wants
to provide liquidity to AMMs should understand. In short, if the price of the
deposited assets changes since the deposit, the LP may be exposed to
impermanent loss.

Additional Resources:

Whiteboard Crypto has a handy impermanent loss calculator and a detailed
explanation of impermanent loss.

Impermanent Loss (contd.)

https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-is-an-automated-market-maker-amm


PYELab is founded by a network of best-in-class marketing partners,
verified influencers, and communities to help projects reach their full
potential. 

Certified Launch Projects undergo a rigorous vetting process, thus ensuring
only the best projects launch into the Swap 2.0 Ecosystem.

PYELab is a decentralized launchpad building a trustworthy cryptocurrency
market surrounded by an ecosystem of unique tools to enhance project
development and community growth worldwide. 

Users, developers, and projects can launch their tokens and create token
presales without needing code knowledge. 

Our launchpad provides a transparent platform for investors by solving two
major issues in the DeFi space: marketing and investor sentiment. 

PYELab is a part of the PYE Ecosystem and uses our native token, PYE, as a
utility token. Investors in PYE can join the Lab and participate in token presales. 

Not only does PYELab establish a safer product for investors, but it also allows
them to gain early access to vetted token presales before they hit the public.



What blockchains does PYELab have access
to? 

PYELab is built around multiple blockchains in its universe and currently
supports BSC and Ethereum pools. It will feature blockchains such as Cardano,
Solana, Polygon, Avalanche, CELO, and TRON. 

Additional blockchains will be added to the platform as smart contracts are
introduced to other blockchain projects. 

PYELab will strive to become the universal platform for all of the crypto sphere.



The Lab

The Lab is an exclusive platform inside of PYELab dedicated to developers and
holders.

You will find a combination of cutting-edge tools inside the Lab. These unique
tools bring full transparency, accountability, and authenticity to token projects. 

These tools are built to assist development teams in managing every aspect of
their project:

Token Control Panel

The Token Control Panel is the snapshot of the token. Think of it as a pulse
check on the stats of each project. There are multiple metrics found inside the
Control Panel section. Market data will be brought in by all the other outside
marketing connections along with Locked Token information snapshots,
providing ease to see and track LP lock information for future management. 

The panel will display the outstanding supply circulation in real-time. At the
top, the top one hundred holders list to see who the largest holders are. Some
additional metrics displayed in the Token Control Panel include increase and
decrease of total holders, volume increase or decrease over time, and social
statistics, including engagement scores and follower metrics.



Standard KYC
KYC 2.0 Certification 
Project Whitepaper Audit
Roadmap Review
Project Policy Review
Team and Staff Review for support of the project
Audit of community leaders and backgrounds
A signed letter authorizing PYELab the ability to disclose all information
gathered in this process with a community if needed

Presale Manager

The Presale Panel allows all new projects to create a new presale on PYELab.
Establishing a Presale is done through a formal application process first.
DevTeamSix goes through a ten-point process which includes but is not limited
to

Marketing Data Analytics Tool

Currently, there is no way to track conversions in crypto to show what actual
impact marketing efforts have made on a project. 

The Lab's Data Analytics tool tracks down to the scientific effect a marketing
effort had on a project if any. Everyone in crypto can use this tool to measure
the success of any action they make to bring conversions to their project. 

Influencers, CEX, DEX, dApps, project developers, and communities now have a
way to optimize their efforts to ensure progress for the initiative they are trying
to accomplish.



Platform Ad Spend New Holders

Facebook $1,000 215

Twitter $1,000 95

Marketing Pixel Generator

The Marketing Pixel Generation Tool is used for conversion tracking of people
who have become holders of a crypto project. These conversions are
generated for all social media platforms and influencers. 

The data recorded can be given to marketing partners and members of a
shilling contest in a community contest and track just about anything.

Let's say a project wanted to test marketing for Facebook and Twitter. The
project takes $1,000 for Facebook and $1,000 for Twitter to increase its online
presence. After a few days of testing, we got the results from both Facebook
and Twitter, which are provided below:

After exploring the numbers further from the pixel's data, we find the Facebook
average swap value was $54 per swap. While on Twitter, the average swap
value was $1,349. So in this example, it would make much more sense for the
team to spend a decent amount of their budget on Twitter.

These marketing pixels can be used for both social media marketing and be
given to an influencer on any channel. There is no limit to the extent of the use
of each pixel.



Influencer Marketplace

Influencers are one of the essential keys to getting the word out far and wide.
PYELabs will vet influencers, certifying them through standard KYC and KYC
2.0 and auditing their channels for authenticity. 

Each influencer in the marketplace will host a feedback score provided by both
the projects, which hire them and their community members respectfully.
Influencers are ranked based on actual performance tracked by the exclusive
Marketing Pixel named LabTRAC.

Community Marketplace

The community behind a project accounts for 40% or more of the project's
sustainability. 

PYELabs will feature a Community Marketplace in the Lab which will feature
vetted software for community management, and a manager marketplace for
vetted community managers with KYC Verification. 

Developer Marketplace

Project teams and their communities can hire developers directly out of the
Developer Marketplace, where all developers are verified and will have
provided all certifications to confirm their skill set.



Crypto Exchange Marketplace

Just as there are scams with token projects, there are scams daily of people
impersonating a centralized exchange.

This unique tool inside the Lab provides the One Click to List option for projects
and communities. We have developed strong relationships with many
exchanges that will benefit developers. PYELabs has done the leg work and
built a database for all centralized exchanges with the correct contact
information, listing fees, process to be listed, listing requirements, and detailing
services to assist in a successful listing. 

Information on each exchange will be in the database based on actual
collected data, such as the feedback on each exchange given by any other
projects. 

You can sort by feedback score and the average volume of the exchange.



Ones dedicated to crypto ads
Some open for all ad types

Cost Per Click
Ad Types
Conversion Rates
Cost Per Impression
Audience Type
Trafic Engagement Score

Ad Network Partners

The Lab has a complete database filled with crypto ad platforms that accept
crypto ads on their platform. There are two types of ad platforms:

PYELabs has tested and memorialized data from each ad network listed on the
database. Developers and projects can sort through the ad platforms listed to
find out which ad network would be best for them based on their type of
project, ideal holder, and more!

Information on each platform includes:

PYELab Certified Application

For any crypto development team looking to launch their project on PYELab,
apply online, and our team will respond with the "Certification Steps" to launch
your PYELab Certified Project. 



Coming Soon to the PYE Ecosystem

PYEChart

This intuitive project will feature many popular charting applications and
tools. PYEChart analyzes data and charts more accurately with an
intelligent user interface. PYEChart will be optimized for mobile and
desktop and integrated with PYESwap to maximize its functionality. It will
be released initially web-based, and iOS & Android versions will come
later.

PYE NFT Marketplace

The PYESwap NFT Marketplace is a full-featured NFT Marketplace that is highly
optimized to give users a smooth, engaging experience when buying NFTs on a
secondary market. We're developing it with a total focus on our users, giving
them more utility. The APPLE Token, which users can earn by staking PYE, will
be the default token to mint and trade within the marketplace. 

Lottery

The PYESwap Lottery gives you a chance to win BIG! It's easy and fair, and you
can enter as often as you like as long as you buy a ticket.

Prediction

Prediction is a fun and simple decentralized prediction market where users can
guess whether the price of BNB will rise or fall and win big when they are
correct.



Meet DevTeamSix 

Bill Spata
Chief Executive

Officer

Eric Endersen
Chief Technology

Officer

Deven Hammond
Director of Business

Relations

Tommy Klindt
Director of Technology

Ebony McCray
Director of Business

Development

Ryan Winingham
Administrative Director

Matt Lauer
Human Resources

Travis Stevens
Information
Technology

Entity Sterrett
Project Manager

Ethan Navarrete
Blockchain
Developer

Shlok Singh
Blockchain
Developer

Sam Wagner
Fullstack Developer



Meet DevTeamSix 

Sam Johnson
UI/UX Developer

Christine Turper
NFT Project
Manager

Gilles Elliott
Community

Management Director

Bill Spata
Asst. Community

Management Director

Tyler Hollis
Copywriter

Adonnis Blake
Graphic Designer

Cullen Boswell
Social Media
Coordinator

Justin Bullinger
Videographer

Miguel Leyva
Customer Support



NOTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR
TAX ADVICE, AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX,
OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN
CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER DEVTEAMSIX, ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM
MEMBERS WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE PYE ECOSYSTEM (AS DEFINED HEREIN)
OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE PYE ECOSYSTEM IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER
(DEVTEAMSIX) NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF
DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY
SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT
HTTPS://WWW.PYESWAP.COM/, THE WEBSITE AT  HTTPS://WWW.PYE.NET/ OR
ANY OTHER MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE TEAM.

THE TOKENS HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE US
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE “SECURITIES ACT”), AND MAY NOT
BE OFFERED OR SOLD WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR TO, OR FOR THE
ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF, U.S. PERSONS (AS DEFINED IN REGULATION S UNDER
THE SECURITIES ACT).

DISCLOSURE



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PyeToken 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/PyeEcosystem 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/PyeEcosystem 

Contact Us

Customer Support
Email: service@pye.net

Community

 
Discord: http://discord.gg/pye

Telegram ANN: https://t.me/pyenews

https://www.facebook.com/PyeToken
https://twitter.com/PyeEcosystem
https://www.youtube.com/c/PyeEcosystem
mailto:service@pye.net
http://discord.gg/pye
https://t.me/pyenews

